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shimit amin, who directed the movie chak de! india has some
interesting stories to share. he says, when we made the movie, we
were trying to understand the gender condition in india. what is it

like in our society? and also, we were trying to understand the issues
between men and women. shah rukh khan was so good. i was told
that he wasn't a good actor, so i made him do a different kind of

role. and he did. he is still a very good actor, but he's an extremely
good human being. he's very good to work with. his understanding
and his sensitivity, he showed in the movie. we had the same team
in the movie as we have in the sport. we have most of the indian

players who are playing in the national hockey team. so it was very
natural for us to use them. we had a training session in canada and

all the girls were in the same hotel with me. they used to walk on the
same street to get to the rink. we were all together. they all know

each other. so we had a great time. they knew how to fight and how
to win and we used to play the game. it felt very real. it was a very
good time. sandeep sharma, the senior most member of the indian
women hockey team has been talking about the upcoming games

and said, all the teams have been strong, so the game will be
intense. we are going to play the game with great determination. we
have worked really hard to be here. it will be a tough challenge for

us to play against the chinese. we are playing an asian team after so
many years. we are all excited to play against them. the chinese

girls are very strong in their game. media reports on wednesday had
it that heavy rains and lightning had delayed the shooting of the

film. the shooting of the film had started on november 29 in delhi. an
image of vandana in her hockey jersey with a bar of ice cream in her

hands was seen while the shooting was going on. the film was a
commercial success and gave her a break from acting. it opened to
positive reviews and all through the year, the film was being shown
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in theatres. vandana said, you can do it in your life, if you really want
to. i have been doing it for a long time and my day is done. so, why

not make yourself happy?showing her dedication for the sport,
vandana said, i am passionate about it. i love to play and i love to

watch it. i love to see the hockey world growing. i am so happy to be
part of this journey. i am proud to be an indian. i am indian first,

hockey player second.when asked about the role of hockey in the
film, she said, she is a widow, who takes care of her nephew, who is
close to her, who she looks after. she gets a chance to play hockey

with her nephew. she plays hockey with her son and daughter in the
film.the chak de! india song, pyaar ke doon mein kuch bhi hoga, is

composed by anu malik and the film was directed by kabir khan. the
team had already made history when they reached the semi-finals

for the first time. the team is yet to win a medal but many of its
members have already qualified for the 2020 olympics in tokyo.india

defeated china in the semi-finals by a 2-0 margin on friday. the
victory means that the team will face south africa in the final.
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its been 10 years since chak de india was released and over the
years the buzz surrounding the film has only grown. the film has
been dubbed in many languages and has also been remade in
bollywood. chak de india has been followed by many movies,

including jodhaa akbar and dabangg but none have ever been able
to match the sheer popularity that the film has. the success of chak
de india has been followed by a rise in popularity of hockey in india.

it was the first indian film to have a hockey theme. the film set a
new trend in many ways. there is a real resurgence of interest in

hockey and the popularity of the sport has increased. i am glad that
the film has given the sport a huge boost. in shimit amins opinion,
the film was a huge success. even though he had limited time, he

was able to make the best out of it. he is very proud of what he has
done. he said that he was personally very happy and that he was

happy that his daughter, who was born just a month before chak de
india was released, has grown up to be a hockey player. shimit amin
was lucky that he had a huge star like shah rukh khan in his film. it
helped him in getting a good response from the audience. but he

was also lucky to have an incredibly supportive team behind him. he
said that he had worked very hard to make the film and that he had
done it as a tribute to his idol, mir ranjan negi. it was his dream to
make a film like chak de india and he had done so. this team (the
indian field hockey team) has been working hard for the last six

years and it has paid off. we have achieved our first major goal of
qualification to the tokyo olympics. we have, by achieving the

qualification to the olympic games, made history. it is a very proud
moment for us as a nation and i am confident that it is a moment

that will inspire the people of india and make them proud of us. we
have also made history by becoming the first women's team to

qualify to the olympics, so this is a moment that will make the sports
world proud. 5ec8ef588b
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